Purpose {#S0001}
=======

In the latter part of the 1990s, an alternative treatment for prostate cancer emerged where interstitial high dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy was applied as a boost in combination with external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) \[[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0005]\]. This brachytherapy treatment technique is also used for mono-therapy of prostate cancer for multiple fractions per implant or one fraction per implant \[[@CIT0006]--[@CIT0009]\]. Since 2004, the latter is the standard treatment at our hospital. The treatment technique has gradually been developed including major advances, such as the use of appropriate treatment planning systems \[[@CIT0010]--[@CIT0012]\]. The introduction of the new treatment planning system Oncentra Prostate^®^ (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden), gave the possibility, in combination with trans-rectal ultrasound (TRUS) to in real time optimise the needle configuration and the dose distribution in an optimal 3D conformal way during the procedure. All necessary corrections of needle displacement, movements, and/or deformation of clinical target volume (CTV) and organs at risk (OARs) after placement of the needles in the fixed treatment geometry, can be performed for each fraction if one fraction per implant is used. Interstitial brachytherapy is an old radiation treatment technique \[[@CIT0013]\] based on an extended implanted volume of the CTV in order to reach optimal dose coverage. Even with the modern techniques of stepping source and dose optimization, there is a need for some over-implantation, especially with an ellipsoidal shaped volume like the prostate gland. At our department, the standardized activation of source dwell positions, including over-implantation, are localized 5 mm outside the CTV surface. A possible consequence of the over-implantation is radiation damage to normal tissue close to the prostate gland. A perfect dose coverage is crucial in mono-brachytherapy treatment, where only 1-3 fractions with very high dose are more commonly used. This is due to the low α/β ratio of prostate cancer cells. Therefore, there is an important balance in interstitial HDR brachytherapy treatment of prostate regarding the over-implantation by the active dwell positions outside CTV, and the possible damage on the adjacent normal tissue.

The aims of this study were: 1) to evaluate the possibility of activating dwell positions closer to the CTV surface, while maintaining the same dose distribution based on our dose constraints, and thereby minimise the extent of treating normal tissue around the CTV; 2) to investigate the robustness of the dose distribution, in terms of known geometrical uncertainties.

Material and methods {#S0002}
====================

Patients {#S20003}
--------

Thirty-seven patients were included into this retrospective study, who had received brachytherapy treatment for prostate cancer as a mono-therapy during 2010-2011. They had been treated according to two different treatment schedules: 2 × 14 Gy and 3 × 11 Gy. Each fraction, separated by two weeks, given as a single implant. Only one fraction from each patient was used in the simulations. The main setting-up of the first dwell position was 5 mm from the base-plane. Moreover, the relative dose constraint V~100~ for CTV as a volume, which is defined by 100 percentage of the prescribed dose was: V~100,\ CTV~ ≥ 97%. The dose constraints for normal tissue, as a percentage of the prescribed reference dose, for both treatment schedules were: D~max,\ urethra~ ≤ 110% and D~10\ rectal\ mucosa~ ≤ 65%. The first 37 patients fulfilling these criteria were included in the analyses.

This study was approved by the local Ethic Committee (DNR 2012/177).

Treatment technique {#S20004}
-------------------

The treatment technique involved a stepper unit with a needle template TRUS (Pro Focus, BK Medical, Herlev, Denmark) and a treatment planning system Oncentra Prostate^®^ version 3.2.2/4.0.7, OCP (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) which was later integrated with ultrasound PROSIUS^®^ (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden). Between 15 and 20 stainless needles were used depending on the prostate volume. The implantation was performed under spinal anaesthesia. A Foley catheter was inserted into the bladder and an X-ray marker was placed into the catheter. The prostate gland was localized with TRUS and aligned with the template holes. Two anchor needles were placed into the prostate to prevent or minimise the longitudinal movement of the prostate gland.

A series of transversal US-images with a 1 mm slice thickness were acquired and converted to a 3D-volume. A base plan was defined at the base of the prostate, as a longitudinal reference. The CTV (prostate capsule without a margin) and urethra were outlined, and a simulated needle configuration was manually created, referred to as the pre-plan in OCP. The needles were virtually placed in the shape of two rings. One inside the prostate gland 3-5 mm from the surface of the largest CTV-structure and the other was set to cover the apex and the base plane ([Fig. 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). The needles were then inserted to the prostate according to the pre-plan. The first needle was placed with the tip positioned 25 mm above the pre-base plane (the 1^st^ dwell position is possible 10 mm from the needle top). This takes into account, from our experience, a longitudinal movement of the prostate gland. Moreover, it allows to activate the first dwell position 5 mm above the base plane. After the determination of the insertion length of the first needle, the other needles were prepared to the same length.

![An example of a virtual needle positioning, formed as a ring just inside CTV (red solid line) and one ring around urethra (yellow)](JCB-6-23583-g001){#F0001}

If the prostate displacement was more than 10 mm, a correction was made of the needle length by pushing in all the needles an additional 10 mm. Sometimes it was not possible to achieve this, and the first dwell position will end up closer than 5 mm from the base which can result in an under dosage of the CTV. During the needle insertion, a needle position was corrected if necessary. A needle can be added depending on the situation, e.g. interference from bones or due to real time circumstances.

After the needles were placed, a new baseplane was defined, reflecting the real longitudinal displacement of prostate gland and a new US-scan (live scan) was generated with the needles in place, defining the treatment geometry. The US-probe was placed at the base plane and two orthogonal X-ray images were taken. In this reconstructed volume, new structures for CTV and OARs were outlined. Corrections were made for the longitudinal and radial displacement of the needles, compared to the pre-plan, by reconstructing the needles. The position of the needle tip in relation to the base plane was determined from the geometry, the lateral X-ray image, and the US scans in order to minimize the geometrical uncertainties in the longitudinal direction. Dwell positions were virtually activated in the needles, up to 5 mm outside the CTV. Finally, a dose distribution was obtained, based on inverse and graphical optimization, according to local dose constraints. The evaluation was based on dose volume histogram (DVH) parameters. During the analyses, only relative dose values were used.

The influence of dwell positioning outside the CTV (Analysis 1) {#S20005}
---------------------------------------------------------------

New dose optimizations were simulated for the given treatment geometry for different source dwell activations outside the CTV: 3 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm, and 0 mm. The dwell positions were activated according to the rules in the treatment planning system \[[@CIT0014]\] ([Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). The same routines as for the clinical procedure were used when performing these simulations. Inverse optimization, followed by graphical optimization were used, trying to reach the relative dose constraints with the following priority (a-c): (a) D~max,\ urethra~ ≤ 110%, (b) D~10\ rectal\ mucosa~ ≤ 65%, (c) V~100,\ CTV~ ≥ 97%. In order to evaluate the variations in the treated normal tissue volume outside the CTV, a new volume (called large) encompassing the 100%-isodose was created. The V~100,~ ~large~ will be the same as the 100%-isodose volume. The normal tissue volume with a dose higher or equal to 100% can be calculated according to the following expression.$$\text{V}_{\operatorname{100,}\text{normal\ tissue}} = V_{\operatorname{100,}\text{large}} - V_{\operatorname{100,}\text{CTV}} - V_{\operatorname{100,}\text{urethra}}$$

![An example of needle configuration with dwell activation with and without 100%-isodose, 5 mm outside CTV surface (A, C), and on the surface (B, D). The red surfaces show the outlined prostate (CTV) and the green surfaces illustrates the volumes where the dose constraint V~100~ were fulfilled](JCB-6-23583-g002){#F0002}

Dose volume histogram data was used to compare the simulated dose distributions with the original dose distribution. The following DVH parameters were determined and described: CTV: V~100~, V~150~, V~200~, D~98~, D~90~; urethra: D~max~, D~10~; rectal mucosa: D~10~; conformal index (COIN) \[[@CIT0015]\]. COIN-index reflects the relation between the dose coverage of the CTV and the amount of irradiated normal tissue outside the CTV. The urethra volume inside CTV is excluded in the DVH-calculations.

The influence of geometrical uncertainties on the dose distribution (Analysis 2) {#S20006}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Geometrical uncertainties in this treatment technique are mainly connected with the longitudinal direction of the needles. These uncertainties include the reconstruction of the first dwell position, i.e. the needle tip (± 1.5 mm), mechanical positioning of the source in the needle (± 1 mm), and the length of a stainless needle (± 1 mm). The intra-fraction movements of needles and prostate gland in this study was estimated to be in order of 1 mm, based on the work of Milickovic *et al*. \[[@CIT0016]\]. Calculating an absolute error of these uncertainties will give an estimated total longitudinal geometrical uncertainty of ± 2.3 mm. There is also an uncertainty of approximately 0.5 mm in the radial direction from the needle, which is not included in the analyses of this study.

In Analysis 1, dwell positions were placed closer to the CTV surface for the simulated dose distributions then for the real one. This will probably cause a dose distribution, which is more sensitive to organ and needle movements, i.e. less robust. The patient geometries and their simulated dose distributions were used to simulate longitudinal displacements of the needles by retracting the needles and the dose distribution in relation to the CTV and OAR:s ([Fig. 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). For each displacement new DVH-data was calculated. The simulated displacements of 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, and 4 mm were calculated in order to estimate the uncertainties. An estimation of extent to which the robustness of the dose distribution will be changed by using DVH-data was performed.

![A 3D-image showing a visual relationship between CTV (red) and the reference dose (green) for: (A) no simulated needle displacement and (B) a simulated displacement of 4 mm. Blue region shows the position of the rectal mucosa](JCB-6-23583-g003){#F0003}

Statistics {#S20007}
----------

The data from each group, with different dwell positioning in Analysis 1 and for the simulated geometrical uncertainties in Analysis 2 was tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test. All groups were then checked for significance (*p* \< 0.05), both with paired students *t*-test if the data had a normal distribution (parametrical test) and Wilcoxon signed-ranks test (non-parametrical test) for data not having a normal distribution. The SPSS software was used for the statistical analyses.

Results {#S0008}
=======

The matrix in [Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"} summarize the results in terms of fulfilling the dose constraint V~100,\ CTV~ ≥ 97% for the different dwell activation positions and longitudinal displacements. In the case of no longitudinal displacement, the dose constraint V~100,\ CTV~ ≥ 97% was fulfilled for 30 patients with a dwell activation 3 mm from the CTV surface, 20 patients for 2 mm, 2 patients for 1 mm, and none for 0 mm. As the longitudinal needle displacement increased from 1 mm to 4 mm, the original dose distribution decreased for all dwell positions outside the CTV. For the dwell position of 5 mm outside the CTV, the V~100,\ CTV~ decreased significantly from 98.6% (no displacement) to 95.4% for a displacement of 4 mm. For a displacement of 3 mm, the mean value of V~100,\ CTV~ also decreased to a value lower than the dose constraint of 97%, but the difference was not significant.

![The mean values for V~100,\ CTV~ and number of patients fulfilling V~100,\ CTV~ \> 97% for dwell activation at 3 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm, and 0 mm from the CTV surface in combination with the simulated needle displacement of 1 mm to 4 mm in the longitudinal direction. Green surfaces where V~100,\ CTV~ ≥ 97% and red surfaces where V~100,\ CTV~ ≤ 95%](JCB-6-23583-g004){#F0004}

[Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"} shows an individual example of DVH curves from the different simulations. The dashed curves shows how the DVH changes compared to the original DVH (solid line) when the most distal dwell positions coincides with the surface of CTV ([Fig. 5B](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}), the longitudinal displacement is 4 mm ([Fig. 5C](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}) or these two combined ([Fig. 5D](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}).

![DVH curves for CTV: (A-D) (\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--) dwell positions placed 5 mm from the CTV surface, (B-D) (- - - - - - -) in combination with the dwell positions placed on the CTV surface (B), simulated needle displacement of 4 mm in the longitudinal direction (C) with dwell positions placed on the CTV surface and simulated needle displacement of 4 mm in the longitudinal direction (D)](JCB-6-23583-g005){#F0005}

The dose volume parameters obtained from the simulations are presented in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}. The dose constraints, D~max,\ urethra~ ≤ 110%, and D~10\ rectal\ mucosa~ ≤ 65% were fulfilled in almost all the simulations. The mean values for the different dwell activation were for D~max,\ urethra~ and D~10,\ mucosa~ 109.9%, and 56%, respectively. The dose to rectal mucosa was almost not affected by the simulations as can be seen from the mean value.

###### 

Mean values (m), standard deviation and range for dose volume parameters from simulated dose distributions for different distances of dwell positioning from CTV surface. The asterix (\*) indicates group comparisons where no statistical difference (*p* \< 0.01) occurred

  Dwell position                       5 mm          3 mm          2 mm          1 mm          0 mm                                                                      
  ------------------------------------ ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- --------------- ------------- --------------- -------------
  Normal tissue                                                                                                                                                          
   V~100,\ normal\ tissue~ \[cm^3^\]   17.0 ± 5.4    11.2-22.1     14.0 ± 4.2    10.7-18.5     12.0 ± 4.4    8.1-17.8      10.0 ± 4.6      6.5-17.2      9.0 ± 4.0       5.3-13.2
   V~150,\ normal\ tissue~ \[cm^3^\]   3.0 ± 1.4     1.6-4.5       2.6 ± 1.0     1.5-3.9       2.2 ± 1.0     1.5-3.5       1.8 ± 1.0\*     0.5-2.9       1.7 ± 1.0\*     0.9-2.8
   V~200,\ normal\ tissue~ \[cm^3^\]   1.0 ± 0.6     0.3-1.7       0.9 ± 0.6     0.2-1.5       0.8 ± 0.6     0-1.3         0.6 ± 0.4\*     0-1.2         0.7 ± 0.6\*     0-1.4
  CTV                                                                                                                                                                    
   V~100~ \[%\]                        98.6 ± 0.8    97.5-99.2     97.7 ± 1.6    95.3-99.1     96.7 ± 2.6    92.1-98.8     94.6 ± 4.0      89.4-98.2     92.2 ± 5.7      82.1-96.4
   V~150~ \[%\]                        18.5 ± 7.8    12-30.1       22.4 ± 7.0    16.8-33.4     24.0 ± 7.6    18.8-36       26.6 ± 6.4      20.5-37.3     28.0 ± 6.4      22.7-34.9
   V~200~ \[%\]                        4.9 ± 2.4     2.9-9.5       6.4 ± 2.4     4.5-10.9      7.3 ± 2.5     5.5-12        9.1 ± 2.6       6.8-13.4      10.6 ± 2.2      8.2-13.5
   D~90~ \[%\]                         107.3 ± 2.8   104.5-109.6   108.3 ± 2.5   104.7-110.7   107.2 ± 3.6   101.8-110.8   105.6 ± 4.8     99.5-109.3    103.1 ± 7.2     92.5-109
   D~100~ \[%\]                        89.3 ± 4.6    83.1-93.4     81.7 ± 10.2   66.8-91.8     76.5 ± 13.4   60.7-90.6     68.8 ± 14.6     52.6-81.6     63.9 ± 14.1     49.0-75.2
   D~98~ \[%\]                         101.3 ± 1.9   98.9-103.3    99.2 ± 4.2    94.3-102.9    96.4 ± 6.8    87.5-102.3    91.1 ± 9.6      80.9-100.3    85.9 ± 10.8     75-95.5
  Urethra                                                                                                                                                                
   D~max~ \[%\]                        109.7 ± 1.2   108.5-110.5   110.2 ± 0.7   109.2-110.8   110 ± 1.1     108.3-110.8   109.9 ± 0.8     108.6-110.6   110.0 ± 0.9     109.2-111.5
   D~10~ \[%\]                         106.9 ± 2.0   104.6-108.8   107.3 ± 1.8   105-108.7     106.8 ± 2.4   104.2-108.9   106.8 ± 1.9     104.6-108.7   106.7 ± 2.2     103.9-108.6
  Rectal mucosa                                                                                                                                                          
   D~10~ \[%\]                         57.3 ± 12.0   41.6-64       57.0 ± 12.2   40.2-65.7     56.0 ± 12.4   39-66.2       55.5 ± 13.4     37.3-63.8     54.8 ± 13.8     37.2-63.8
   COIN                                0.65 ± 0.08   0.55-0.73     0.68 ± 0.08   0.61-0.76     0.71 ± 0.08   0.64-0.79     0.72 ± 0.08\*   0.66-0.79     0.71 ± 0.08\*   0.61-0.79

The mean prostate volume for the patients included in this study was 36 cm^3^ (range: 21-58 cm^3^). The mean values of the normal tissue volume around the CTV given a dose of 100% or higher (V~100,\ normal\ tissue~) for source dwell activations of 5 to 0 mm from the CTV surface were 17 cm^3^ to 9 cm^3^. This corresponds to 47-25% of the mean prostate gland volume. The results for V~150,\ normal\ tissue~ and V~200,\ normal\ tissue~ for the same dwell activations varied from 3.0 cm^3^ to 1.7 cm^3^, and from 1.0 cm^3^ to 0.7 cm^3^. When comparing the dwell activation groups 5-3, 3-2, 2-1, 1-0, there were a significant difference between the groups for normal tissue, CTV, and COIN-index (*p* \< 0.01), except for a few values indicated with an asterix (\*) in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}.

Discussion {#S0009}
==========

There are several decisions that have to be considered when treating prostate cancer with brachytherapy. Some of these considerations involve source dosimetry, treatment planning, and equipment performance \[[@CIT0017]\]. This study has focused on geometrical uncertainties and the positioning of the dwells relative to the CTV, and the surrounding normal tissue. The results of Analysis 1 showed that it is possible to reduce the treated normal tissue around the prostate gland by reducing source dwell activations outside the prostate gland. The mean value of the volume V~100,\ normal\ tissue~ with dwell activation at 5 mm from the prostate surface (clinical situation) was 17 cm^3^, whilst for 2-12 cm^3^ (simulation). If these volumes instead were related to an added radius on the prostate gland by approximating the prostate gland volume (36 cm^3^) to a sphere, the radius would be 3 mm and 2.5 mm, respectively. This is in order of the estimated geometrical uncertainties.

The results also showed a decrease in V~150,\ normal\ tissue~ and V~200,\ normal\ tissue~ when going from source dwell activation at 5 mm to dwell activation on the CTV surface, but V~150,\ CTV~ and V~200,\ CTV~ was increasing. This means that these volumes, V~150,\ CTV~ and V~200,\ CTV~ are gradually increasing within the prostate gland and the risk of interference with the urethra is increased. In recent review studies \[[@CIT0017], [@CIT0018]\], the uncertainties in brachytherapy has been investigated. For the treatment technique used in this study (TRUS guided 3D conformal interstitial brachytherapy HDR of prostate cancer), the geometrical uncertainty has been estimated to be in order of 1.5 mm \[[@CIT0018]\]. Siebert *et al*. \[[@CIT0019]\] found in a phantom study a geometrical uncertainty for a stainless needle, of 1-3 mm depending on different US-transducers and different US-modes (transversal and sagittal). Milickovic *et al*. \[[@CIT0016]\] investigated for a similar treatment technique the effect of patient movement and anatomy change on needle and organ dislocation during treatment, and found under these conditions a geometrical shift less than 1 mm. They also pointed out the importance of a good QA to be able to keep the geometrical uncertainties as low as possible by keeping the planning geometry fixed during the treatment procedure.

In this study (Analysis 2) we demonstrated that with the geometrical uncertainty of approximately 2 mm and with dwell activation 2 mm outside the CTV, none of the patients reached or exceeded the dose constraints. In order to fulfil the dose constraints for 95% of the patients, source dwell activation needs to be 5 mm outside the CTV as a dosimetric margin. Even if this treatment technique has very small geometric uncertainties of around 2 mm or less, there is a need for a margin on the CTV to guarantee that the dose constraints are met. If a geometrical margin is chosen, there is a need to define a PTV (planning target volume) from the CTV. The results shown in this study are of course dependent on the chosen dose constraints. Changing the dose constraints for a lower V~100,\ CTV~, higher D~max,\ urethra~, and D~10\ rectal\ mucosa~ would probably decrease the dosimetric margin. In a similar simulation study, IKK Kolkman-Deurloo *et al*. \[[@CIT0020]\] showed that for a treatment technique with multiple fractions per implant, a 3 mm displacement implied that none of the patients reached the dose constraint V~100~ ≥ 93%. Applying the results in this study based on geometrical uncertainties and a treatment technique with a single fraction per implant, to the same dose constraint used \[[@CIT0020]\] would imply that the dosimetric margin would be in the order of 1-2 mm and still the V~100~ ≥ 93% would be achieved. Clinical outcome from other studies with different dose constraints will hopefully give an answer as to the optimal levels of the dose constraints.

There is only a small increase in the COIN-index when going from dwell positioning of 5 mm to 0 mm from the CTV surface. This is probably due to the decrease of the coverage (V~100~) of CTV when the irradiated normal tissue outside the CTV is decreasing. As could be seen in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}, D~90~ is not decreasing for the simulation of dwell positioning down to 2 mm, it is actually increasing when going from 5 mm (107.3%) to 3 mm (108.3%) with *p* \< 0.001. At our hospital we are not using D~90~ as a dose constraint, since it is regarded as too insensitive compared to V~100~ when analysing dose distributions.

Conclusions {#S0010}
===========

It is possible to reduce the treated normal tissue volume by reducing the dwell activation to 3 mm from the surface and still maintain the dose constraints. However, in combination with the estimated geometrical uncertainties, a dwell activation 5 mm from the surface is needed to maintain an accurate dose distribution with a V~100,\ CTV~ ≥ 97%. This might be seen as a dosimetric margin which could be converted to a geometrical margin and would be evaluated in future work.
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